GOD WILL
MAKE
YOU A

So come on, just give it a try. It
won’t hurt, it is free and it will
bring you eternal life.
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For more information please mail a request to:

“A fish unlicked is much like a flock of sheep
unhearded.” - George C. Scott.

P.O. Box 666783
Brooklyn, NY

“I licked, I liked and I did not lick again for
that is the path of indulgence.” - Gerald Ford

Email:
canarsieboard@aol.com

“To lick is to love.” - Oscar Wilde

www.canarsieboardofcommunitystanders.org

SANDWICH

IN HELL

Does the Bible
tell us about
gluttony?

God has permitted earth to only have so
much food on it at one time. When you eat
more than you are allowed this causes
starvation in far away countries such as
Greece or Spain.

gluttony:

habitual eating
to excess

“Cretans are always liars, evil beasts, lazy
gluttons.” Titus 1:12
“Do not mix with winebibbers, Or
with gluttonous eaters of meat.”
Proverbs 23:10
“Whoever keeps the law is a discerning
son, But a companion of gluttons shames
his father.” Proverbs 28:7
“And they shall say to the elders of his
city, ‘This son of ours is stubborn and
rebellious; he will not obey our voice;
he is a glutton and a drunkard.’”
Deuteronomy 21:20

Did you know that in the Christian bible
it is known that Jesus set down
suggested dietary eating guidlines when
he fed 5000 people with just FIVE
loaves of bread and TWO fish?

Many people today seek to gain
satisfaction by eating food.

Yes, it does!
“So guys, guys really, come on
guys, lets just agree to not do it.
Ok?” - Pope Galleas XLVI

It has been proven by Christian science
enthusiasts that the exact amount of
nutrition needed to survive can be
derived from licking a loaf of bread five
times and a fish twice.

The T.V. shows bombard us to eat
food and the vain chefs on the shows
instruct us how to make indulgent
meals.

